
Navigate a reality  
of constant change

STRATEGIC 
RESILIENCE  
IN A DISRUPTED 
WORLD



Join us and experience Strategic 
Resilience in a Disrupted World liVe!
This highly interactive learning journey runs over 5 half-days and is fully virtual, using state-of-the-art 
classroom technology.

Faced with uncertainty, how can businesses remain resilient? Inadequate companies are destroyed by crises, 
good ones survive them, while great companies improve during a crisis. Thriving in turbulent times is possible  
if organizations overcome the biggest danger - distraction. This requires getting clarity in order to recover  
and become future ready.

Strategic Resilience in a Disrupted World offers leaders the opportunity to filter out the noise and uncover  
what impacts their organizations. Leaders will gain insights into just how cutting-edge organizations are 
recovering faster than others. How effective leaders can build a more resilient workforce; and how individuals 
can expand their sense of influence.  

Leaders must stay curious while grounded in reality. Join us on this transformative journey of navigating  
and thriving in a world of disruptive changes. 

IMD is celebrating
9 years at the top

JOIN

HOWARD YU
• The LEGO Professor of  

Management and Innovation

• The Director of Center for  
Future Readiness

• Author of award-winning bestseller  
LEAP: How to Thrive in a World 
Where Everything Can Be Copied



Experience Real Learning,
Real Impact
Join Strategic Resilience in a Disrupted World liVe and develop strategies based  
on extensive research to help you and your organization deal with the unknown, 
turn disruption into innovation, and shape the future with clarity and focus.  

Tackle
Your specific challenge or opportunity, such 
as new areas for market growth, leveraging 
disruption, rethinking your business model, 
and shaping business transformation

Access
Up to date and real-time knowledge 
and research of organizations who have 
established their global competitive position

Explore
Immediate opportunities to deploy smart 
machines or A.I. for the benefits for your 
teams and organization 

WHY JOIN

Accelerate
Your career and become a person  
of influence as you harness new 
knowledge and drive your organization  
to gain a competitive advantage

Identify
Opportunities for your organization  
and understand when your strengths  
become weaknesses 

Develop
A concrete strategy and action plan 
to implement for growth and 
long-term success



Meet the people involved

FACULTY

Howard Yu is the LEGO Professor of Management and 
Innovation as well as the director of the IMD Center for Future 
Readiness. He has delivered customized training programs  
to leading organizations, including LEGO, Mars, Maersk, 
Bosch, and Electrolux. 

His work has been featured by CNBC, BBC, Fast Company 
Magazine, Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management 
Review, Quartz at Work, MarketWatch, and numerous 
international outlets.

HOWARD YU 
The LEGO Professor of Strategic  

Management and Innovation

At a time where big business is challenged 
by start-ups, where 100-year-old business 
models have run out of steam, and where 
your next competitor can come from a 
totally unrelated industry, Howard Yu offers 
important guidance on how to reinvent 
corporations and the need for top leaders  
to show compassion, pride, solidarity  
and vulnerability as organizations embark 
on the process.

POUL WEIHRAUCH Global President Petcare, 
 Mars Inc.



strategy+business

TOP 3 BUSINESS BOOKS 
ON STRATEGY IN 2018

10 BEST BUSINESS 
BOOKS OF 2018 

BUSINESS BOOK 
OF THE MONTH 

(JUNE 2018)

#1 NEW RELEASE 
ON AMAZON FOR 

“INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
AND LEADERSHIP”

GOLD MEDAL 2019 
AXIOM BOOK AWARDS

Insightful and highly-energetic, Professor Howard Yu seeks  
to show the world how to keep one step ahead of the game  
in business. His research focuses on innovation, disruptive 
innovation and why and how companies go about producing it.  
 
Shortlisted by Thinkers50 for the Innovation Distinguished 
Achievement Award, and named by Poets and Quants as one 
of the “Best 40 under 40” professors, Howard is a contributor 
to Harvard Business Review, MIT Sloan Management Review, 
Forbes and The New York Times. He is the author of the  
award-winning bestseller, LEAP: How to Thrive in a World 
Where Everything Can Be Copied.

Meet the people  
involved

FACULTY

Work with our expert faculty to navigate change  
and drive impact



You are a business leader or senior executive looking to lead 
change in a time of adversity and drive your organization  
to become future-proof. 

You are from a diverse function, industry, or culture,  
and are inspired to learn about the opportunities technology  
and disruption brings; and understand how your business  
can reinvent itself to remain relevant and outlast competition  
in a world that’s changing quickly. 

You want to explore your role in the new normal and discover  
how you can reshape your environment and become a person  
of influence within your organization. 

Meet the people involved

PARTICIPANTS

Yu’s research exemplifies how management 
theory is rigorously built and improved.  
He carefully documents how companies in  
the past have spotted and seized opportunities 
for growth.

CLAYTON CHRISTENSEN Clayton Christensen 
 was the Kim. B. Clark Professor 
 of Business Administration 
 at Harvard Business School



You will be introduced to five fundamental principles, and learn how  
to build resilience within your organization and make the leap to become 
successful in adversity and in the face of global competition. 

Over 5 half-days, you’ll explore proven strategies from businesses  
who have beaten the odds, and protected themselves from being 
overtaken by new copycat competitors. 

You will learn how to develop and implement “leap” strategies  
to enable your organization to generate disruptive ideas  
and harness new technology to drive business growth.

At the end of the program, you will also understand how you,  
as a leader, can become a person of influence and thrive  
in a world of constant change.

Program Overview



The program is organized 
in five half-days spread over 
two weeks and let by IMD 
Professor Howard Yu.

Your personalized learning 
journey includes:

– The opportunity to invite 
key team members to a 
specific session so you 
can explore together how 
to apply learnings to your 
team, business unit and 
organization

–  A personalized 30-min 
follow up call post program 
to review progress

Program 
Journey

UNIT 3

The rise of ubiquitous 
connectivity
Discover areas for immediate 
deployment for A.I or smart machines 
in order to win for your team, 
organization and your career.

How knowledge  
is harnessed
Identify strategic initiatives 
that represent a foundational shift  
of a company’s knowledge discipline.

UNIT 2

Managing the resource  
allocation process
Explore how to manage trade-offs 
between near-term financial delivery 
and long-term strategic viability.  
Apply your learning in a simulation 
where resource allocation would 
determine an organization’s long- 
term viability.

UNIT 4

UNIT 1

When a strength  
becomes a weakness
Understand your organization’s 
fundamental knowledge and  
the implications of hyper-competition.

UNIT 5

Turning insights  
into organized actions
Develop a ‘leap’ strategy for  
your organization or a business unit  
and an action plan for implementation.

Each day includes a liVe virtual class with Professor Howard Yu, and a self-paced session of 1-2 hours, featuring a mixture of 
synchronous group interactions, pair discussions, individual assignments, asynchronous videos and reading materials which are 
completed between sessions to enhance the learning experience and the application of newly acquired insights. 

LEARNING TOOLKIT

  liVe session with faculty 

  Assignment debrief  

  Group work 

  Individual work 

  Videos 

  Readings 

  Case study 

  Simulation



IMD takes your privacy and security seriously.  
Zoom has been selected as a secure platform for this program.
For any questions or concerns please contact: privacy@imd.org

PROGRAM DELIVERY

The unique advantages of virtual delivery

Bite-sized knowledge for 
improved learning outcomes

Micro-learning focused  
on knowledge retention and 
actionable insights.

Applied learning

Program grounded in practical 
assignments to enhance immediate 
application of learning. 

Dynamic & interactive 
sessions in real-time

Unprecedented learning experience 
with world class instruction 
and peer interaction, enabled 
by popular videoconferencing 
technology.

Built-in collaboration tools 
for maximum interaction  

Live Q&A and polling,  
and breakout debriefings  
with faculty and coaches.

Enhanced networking 
opportunities to maximize 
your connections 

High level of peer engagement  
in a virtual community setting, 
regular breakout activities and 
small group collaborations.

Easy-to-use  
videoconferencing technology

Combining introductions to key 
concepts tools and assessment 
exercises in a highly interactive 
experience.

Interactive learning experience

mailto:privacy%40imd.org?subject=


The Institute for Management Development (IMD) 
is an independent academic institution with Swiss 
roots and global reach, founded almost 75 years ago 
by business leaders for business leaders.  
Since its creation, IMD has been a pioneering force 
in developing leaders who transform organizations 
and contribute to society.
Based in Lausanne (Switzerland) and Singapore, 
IMD has been ranked in the Top 3 of the annual 
FT’s Executive Education Global Ranking for the 
last nine consecutive years and in the top five for 17 
consecutive years. Our MBA and EMBA programs 
have repeatedly been singled out among the best  
in Europe and the world.

Challenging what is and inspiring what could be.

About IMD

#1 IN OPEN PROGRAMS 
& TOP 3 IN EXECUTIVE 

EDUCATION WORLDWIDE 
9 YEARS IN A ROW 
FINANCIAL TIMES 

RANKINGS 2012-2020

IMD SUPPORTED 190+ 
ORGANIZATIONS BY 

DELIVERING NEARLY 
200 CUSTOMIZED 
INTERVENTIONS  
(ON & OFF OUR  
2 CAMPUSES) 

ALUMNI FORM A POWERFUL 
GLOBAL NETWORK OF 

BUSINESS EXECUTIVES

100,000+

10,000+94%+ 56%+

190+

OF PARTICIPANTS 
EXPERIENCE A 

SIGNIFICANT PERSONAL 
IMPACT AFTER 

ATTENDING AN IMD 
PROGRAM*

*Survey of more than 3000 alumni

OF PARTICIPANTS ON 
OPEN PROGRAMS ARE 
REFERRED BY ALUMNI 

OR ARE RETURNING  
ALUMNI THEMSELVES

EXECUTIVES COME  
TO IMD EACH YEAR  

FROM 100+ DIFFERENT 
COUNTRIES 



IMD and IMD INTERNATIONAL REAL LEARNING, 
REAL IMPACT are trademarks of IMD – International 
Institute of Management Development.

SECURE YOUR SEAT

Book your
seat now

Regular fee:   CHF 3’950
Alumni  fee:   CHF 3’700

Stéphane Attias
Program Advisor
stephane.attias@imd.org
+41 21 618 06 88 

APPLY NOW

SCHEDULE A CALL

Find out dates here

mailto:stephane.attias%40imd.org?subject=
imd.org/srdw
http://imd.org/srdw
imd.org/srdw
http://imd.org/srdw
https://www.imd.org/srdw/strategic-resilience-admission/

